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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are implementing Market Risk Analyzer and need to enable
specific valuations by product types. What must you define?
A. Valuation areas

B. General valuation classes
C. Valuation rules
D. Evaluation types
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A desired result of the sharing of information by all functions
and organizations in the supply chain is:
A. Incompatibility of the information systems of the parties.
B. Maximization of inventories held by suppliers,
manufacturers, and retailers.
C. Fewer rush orders.
D. Stockouts.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Sharing information about sales, inventory, pricing,
advertising campaigns, and sales forecasts by all functions and
organizations in the supply chain moderates demand uncertainty
for all parties. The desired results are (1) minimization of
inventories held by suppliers, manufacturers, and retailers;
(2) avoidance of stockouts; (3) fewer rush orders; and (4)
production as needed by retailers.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is NOT a characteristic of Swing?
A. Swing components can be used to develop J2EE client
applications.
B. Swing components can display a platform-specific "look and
feel."
C. Swing components can display a platform-independent "look
and feel."
D. Swing components are available in all web browsers.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have an Azure Service Bus.
You create a queue named Queue1. Queue1 is configured as shown
in the following exhibit.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in
the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation:
Box 1: retained until manually deleted
Since by default PeekLock shall be enabled in Queue, so it will
move to DeadLetter after 2hours and stays there until manually
deleted. Messages in the dead letter queue should be deleted
manually.
Box 2: deleted immediately
Once a message is pulled, it will be deleted immediately. It
does not make sense to keep the message further 5 minutes
"locked" in the queue. Locking the message makes sense, for the
case, when processing the message from a receiver, to lock the
message, to avoid processing/receiving the message
simultaneously by another receiver.
The receiving client initiates settlement of a received message
with a positive acknowledgment when it calls Complete at the
API level. This indicates to the broker that the message has
been successfully processed and the message is removed from the
queue or subscription.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-messaging/me
ssage-expiration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-messaging/me
ssage-transfers-locks-settlement
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